
Two common false positives in Kepler

Companion Transiting
Planets (CTPs): A planet
transiting the unresolved
stellar companion of the
target star

Background Eclipsing
Binaries (BEBs): a bright
target star blended with
eclipsing binary in the
background.

Color-dependent depth of stellar blends
Blends featuring multiple stars with different colors will 

project color-dependent depth signature on different 
observing band-passes. While the apparent depths of the 
non-emitting planet transits will remain constant regardless 
of the observing photometry. Therefore, the color-dependent 
feature could be utilized as a discriminator to separate false 
positives from planet transits.

False positive probability (FPP)
Extra photometry other than Kepler adds up to total

information about the candidate, improving the false
positive probability compared to the FPP derived from single-
band photometry.

Follow-up photometry in another band benefits 
reducing Kepler’s false positive rates
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1. Compare the false positive rule-out
fractionwhen using different reference
photometry (SDSS z, 2MASS Ks and
TESS) at different precisions (1/3/10
times of Kepler) to follow-up Kepler
candidates.

2. Explore how the false positive
probability (FPP) of Kepler candidates
will increase/reduce if it is observed in an
additional photometry.

Objective
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Introduction

We carry out physics-based simulation of representative Kepler false positives that:
• match the KIC stellar properties, binary statistics and galactic stars population.
• have synthesized multi-band photometry predicted by MIST isochrone.
• have estimated multi-band signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of transit signal (modified 

from Kepler CDPP).

If the difference between depths in Kepler and reference band exceeds 5σ, we
consider the false positive is identified, this quantity can be expressed as:

Accounting for the background star’s gradient across entire Kepler field, we 
derive the mean fraction of BEBs that will show detectable depth variations in 
following table, classified by BEBs’ apparent depth (characterized by the 
apparent planet radii they mimic), the choice of reference band and the assumed 
photometric precision therein.

Rule-out fraction of BEBs

Rule-out fraction of CTPs
Separating CTPs into several groups with similar spectral type compositions, we

calculate the mean fraction of CTPs (that host a Jupiter-size planet) that will show
detectable depth variations in the figures below, according to different choices of
reference band and the assumed photometric precision 𝜎!" therein. 𝑋! denotes the
ratio of planet’s true radius (1𝑅#$%) to apparent radius.

Double-band false positive probability
We apply the FPP calculation framework to small planet candidates

(100-200 ppm) from typical Kepler target stars (Kepler mag~14). In BEB
model, using the double-band depth ratio could more easily identify the
blend nature of these candidates. In CTP model, the depth ratio also give
hints toward the planet host star in a binary system.

False positive probability
We adopt a Bayesian framework to calculate the double-band FPP for small 

planet candidates.

𝑝 is the prior probability for the hypothesized false positive or true planet to exist, 
ℒ is the likelihood that the double-band apparent depth can be produced by the 
corresponding model.

Conclusions
1. Ks band can most effectively identify false positives’ 

depth variation. 

2. Using z / TESS as the reference band is much sensitive
to photometry precision.

3. On the relation between rule-out rate and photometric
precision:

z / TESS (𝜎!"/𝜎#$=1) ~ 𝐾% (𝜎#!/𝜎#$=10)

4. Double-band photometry can improve the false positive 
probability of small planet candidates by factors up to 1-2
orders.
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